Experience the best of France

The Louvre, Provence’s lavender fields, the Loire Valley’s Chateaux – we’ve selected the most iconic sights and incredible places so you can enjoy the real France with the minimum of fuss.

- **HIGHLIGHTS**
  reveal the must-see attractions and unbeatable experiences

- **ITINERARIES**
  make planning your trip simpler than ever

- **LOCAL EXPERTS**
  recommend what not to miss

- **PULL-OUT MAP**
  puts the streets of France in your pocket

Our promise
You can trust our travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every edition. We never accept freebies for positive coverage so you can rely on us to tell it like it is.
Discover

France

Throughout this book, we use these icons to highlight special recommendations:

**The Best…**
Lists for everything from bars to wildlife – to make sure you don’t miss out

⚠️ **Don’t Miss**
A must-see – don’t go home until you’ve been there

📢 **Local Knowledge**
Local experts reveal their top picks and secret highlights

⚠️ **Detour**
Special places a little off the beaten track

❤️ **If you like…**
Lesser-known alternatives to world-famous attractions

These icons help you quickly identify reviews in the text and on the map:

- 📷 Sights
- 🍽 Eating
- 🍷 Drinking
- 🛏 Sleeping
- 📑 Information

This edition written and researched by

Nicola Williams
Oliver Berry, Stuart Butler, Jean-Bernard Carillet,
Kerry Christiani, Gregor Clark,
Emilie Filou, Catherine Le Nevez
### Paris & Around
**Highlights**
- Musée du Louvre
- Versailles
- Cathédrale de Notre Dame de Paris
- Eiffel Tower
- Musée d’Orsay
- Cimetière du Père Lachaise
- The Seine

### Normandy & Brittany
**Highlights**
- Mont St-Michel
- Giverny
- Bayeux Tapestry
- Carnac Megaliths
- D-Day Sites
- St-Malo

### Champagne & Northern France
**Highlights**
- Wine Tasting in Champagne
- Louvre-Lens
- Centre Pompidou-Metz
- Reims & Amiens’ Cathédrales Notre Dame
- Alsace
- WWI Sites

### Lyon & the French Alps
**Highlights**
- Action Chamonix!
- Basilique Notre Dame de Fourvière, Lyon
- Feasting in the French Gastronomic Capital
- Annecy
- Megève
- Gorges de l’Ardèche

### Bordeaux & French Basque Country
**Highlights**
- Bordeaux Wine Tasting
- Bordelaise Cuisine
- St-Émilion
- Dune du Pilat
- Cognac
- Basque Culture
- Île de Ré

### Provence & the French Riviera
**Highlights**
- Provençal Markets
- Riviera High Life
- Three Corniches
- Vieux Nice
- Pont du Gard
- Carcassonne
- Les Arènes de Nîmes
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This Is France

Snooty, sexy, superior, chic, infuriating, arrogant, officious and inspired, France never fails to stir up passionate opinion. Even if you’ve never set foot on French soil, it’s a place that already seems immediately familiar: every time you’ve gazed at an impressionist painting, watched a new-wave film or sipped on a glass of sparkling Champagne, you’ve been letting a little bit of Gallic flair seep into your soul.

France is all about art and seduction, Roman to Renaissance and beyond. Stroll the lily-clad gardens Monet painted and sip un café in a Parisian cafe where Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir met to philosophise. Imagine the glorious life of French kings at bourgeois Versailles or view tomorrow’s art stars at new headline-grabbing museums up north. Ride magnificent mechanical elephants in an old Nantes shipyard. Listen to Marseille rap and Parisian jazz. Sense the subtle infusion of language, music and mythology in Brittany, brought by 5th-century Celtic invaders. Yes, French culture fills any stay in France with never-ending possibilities.

The country’s feast of fine food and wine woos every traveller. But gastronomic France goes far deeper than Parisian bistro dining, long lunches outside, shopping for fruit and veg at the market and wolfing down croissants hot from the boulangerie (bakery). Taste wine with world-class sommeliers in Bordeaux; visit an Atlantic Coast oyster farm; drink sparkling Champagne in ancient cellars in Reims; tour a Provençal melon farm; harvest olives, peaches and cherries in the hot south; and realise that food is as much an art de vivre (art of living) for the French as an essential to survive.

Then there is the terroir (land) and its wonderful variety. Its rich and fabulous journey starts in northern France with chalky cliffs and sand dunes, continues south through to pea-green vineyards, and onwards to the bright blue sea of the French Riviera.